New Armory and Gymnasium Completed at OSU

Designed by renowned local architect Frank L. Packard, the Armory and Gymnasium at Ohio State University opened recently. The building was designed to look like a medieval castle.

The Armory is a multipurpose facility used for military science, men’s and women’s physical education, men’s basketball, and even social events. One of its main functions will be as the home of the men’s varsity basketball team.

The building was constructed for an amazing $115,000.

Columbus Markets
Corrected every Tuesday morning
Paying
Hay per ton..........................6.00
Clover seed per bu............300@ 4.89
Corn in ear “ “ .................36
Corn shelled, 56 lbs...........45
Oats per bu...........................25
Rye per bu.............................45
New Wheat per bu..........64
Butter, dairy, per lb...........14
Butter, creamery, per lb....17
Eggs, per dozen...............11
Honey per lb.........................12
Lard per lb..............................6 ½
Potatoes per bu.......................50

Selling
Flour per sack of 49 lbs.....1.15
Corn Meal per cwt..............90
Chop “ “ “ “ “ “..............90
Middling “ “ “ “ “..............85
Bran “ “ “ “ “ “................80
Oil Meal “ “ “ “ “ “...............1.35

Cheese Market
Billing Prices—Monday Sales
Ohio State Flats................. 7 ½
“ Family ...................... 8
Creamery Butter .................. 18

Birth of a New Game
Dr. James Naismith, a physical education professor and instructor at the International Young Men's Christian Association Training School (YMCA) in Springfield, Massachusetts, USA, has invented an entirely new indoor game using a soccer ball and two peach baskets as goals (Basketball) while trying to keep his gym class active on a rainy day. His original set of rules are listed below:

1.) The ball may be thrown in any direction with one or both hands.
   2.) The ball may be batted in any direction with one or both hands.
   3.) A player cannot run with the ball. The player must throw it from the spot on which he catches it, allowance to be made for a man running at good speed.
   4.) The ball must be held in or between the hands; the arms or body must not be used for holding it.
   5.) No shoudering, holding, striking, pushing, or tripping in any way of an opponent. The first infringement of this rule by any person shall count as a foul; the second shall disqualify him until the next basket is made or, if there was evident intent to injure the person, for the whole of the game. No substitution shall be allowed.
   6.) A foul is striking at the ball with the fist, violation of rules three and four and such described in rule five.
   7.) If either side makes three consecutive fouls, it shall count a goal for the opponents (consecutive means without the opponents in the mean time making a foul).
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Sells’ Circus
Wrecked on the Norfolk & Western Road.

Man Killed and a Car of Elephants Rolled Down an Embankment.

A fatal accident occurred on the Forepaugh-Sells circus train last Sunday morning as it was being handled over the Norfolk & Western road between Portsmouth, where the circus showed on Saturday, and Bluefield, West Virginia, where it showed Sunday. The train was running over the Kenova division between Kenova and Gray, when one of the elephant cars for some reason jumped the track as the train was pulling out from a coal tipple and running about five miles an hour. The car turned on its side and one of the elephant tenders who jumped to save himself, was caught by the overturned car and crushed to death. The overturned car was at once given attention and though the man was killed, not an elephant was scratched and everyone was gotten out in safety. The circus was at Circleville not long after, going over the N. & W. and being handled in safety. The reason for the overturning of the car is a mystery.

THE WAR IS REVIEWED
The following extracts are culled from the New York newspapers of this Monday last:

IN PEACE AS IN WAR

Sun—The American people emerge from the conflict with Spain with a renewed and lively conviction of being invincible in war. As fighters they feel that they are unexcelled, and the evidence of this is admitted to be strong by the foreign observers of it. But the press of the country, in its original opinions and in many expressions that come through its columns from private individuals, is proof on a colossal scale that the people of the United States are the people most powerful in peace.

Never have the American people had a greater cause for confidence and self-respect than now, when the calls for the retention of the Philippines are heard in ever-increasing volume.

OUR CHINESE TRADE AND ITS FUTURE

Times—Our trade with China, both imports and exports, is growing. It still plays a relatively small part in our steadily increasing foreign commerce, but the fact that it has progressed is important in view of the vast possibilities of the future. The condition which is not favorable to the growth of our Chinese trade is the joint effort of Russia, Germany, and France to secure exclusive privilege shutting out from the vast regions of Northern and Southern China all trade but their own.
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In regard to this condition, our interests are the same as the two powers entitled to more inclusion in the future of China than all others combined. Great Britain and Japan. If they and we can agree that the trade of all parts of the Chinese empire shall be opened to free competition among all nations, this can unquestionably be achieved.

ANNEXATION AND STATEHOOD

Tribune—Let us have done with this talk about the admission of Porto Rico as a state. Men who deem themselves sane are talking as if such action were a matter of course. The fact is that no state has ever been admitted as a matter of right, but of privilege. So, if this union does not want to take Porto Rico in, and we do not think it does, Porto Rico cannot get in, and there is an end of it.

THE FUTURE OF CUBA

Herald—The Cubans may regard themselves as a mighty fortunate people. To exchange the sovereignty of Spain for the paternal supervision of Uncle Sam is a bit of good luck for which one Thanksgiving day will not suffice. And even the Spaniards down yonder are following the logic of the situation and quietly admitting that their prospects are better than ever before. Of course they are not screaming this from the housetops for that would be in bad taste at the present moment. At the same time they see as clearly as we do that the little island is to shortly furnish every people according to Rule 5.

11.) The referee shall be judge of the ball and shall decide when the ball is in play, in bounds, to which side it belongs, and shall keep the time. He shall decide when a goal has been made and keep account of the baskets, with any other duties that are usually performed by a scorekeeper.

12.) The time shall be two fifteen-minute halves, with five minutes rest in between.

13.) The side making the most points in that time is declared the winner.
Com’d from page 2

As energetic as the rebellion may be, the reaction has been equally as forceful. Criticizing the evils of modern urban life — prostitution, gambling, promiscuity, and alcohol — Victorians have fought to maintain the values they hold dear.

America is evolving, and no one can bottle up that change. The public struggle between the Victorians and the Progressives merely illustrates the underlying tensions between old and new values. Just as America is struggling with issues like the new role of women in society and politics, so must our village. We must not embrace change for the sake of change, but make slow and careful reforms that preserve the good American values of the past, while keeping an open mind to America’s evolution and progression into the 20th century.

The Ideal Menu

Breakfast: Oatmeal, sugar and cream, pork chops, fried potatoes, rolls, coffee.
Luncheon: Curry of veal, corn cakes, grape jam, plain cake, tea.
Dinner: Tomato soup, roast chicken, mashed potatoes, spaghetti with tomato sauce, peas (canned), crackers, olives, chocolate layer cake, coffee.

Local News Items

Mrs. Sarah Burton charmingly entertained with a high noon dinner Tuesday last in honor of Dr. Burton’s niece Hazel Burton. Plans call for Miss Burton to become a permanent resident of our village. Single gentlemen in the village should take note.

The Misses Cora Jones, Mayme, and Cad Montgomery and the Misses Montgomery’s house guest Miss Mary Rolston of Mt. Pulaski, Ill., and the Messrs Walter Rochester, Charley and Bert Oaks and Wilber Welty formed a merry party to Rochester, Charley and Bert Rolston of Mt. Pulaski, Ill., house guest Miss Mary and the Misses Montgomery’s Mayme, and Cad Montgomery.

In the evening last in honor of Dr. Burton’s last in honor of Dr. Burton’s high noon dinner Tuesday last.

Mrs. Hazel Burton.

Do You Want Splendid Whiskers or Moustaches?

HUNTER’S ONGUENT will force them to grow heavily in six weeks (upon the smoothest face) without stain or injury to the skin. Also on Bald Heads in ten weeks.
Two Boxes for $1.00. Postage free.

Address: C. Hunter & Co., Box 674, Milwaukee, Wis.

A Trip to Columbus

More and more villagers are making the trip into Columbus to experience the sights and sounds of this rapidly growing urban area. At the time of the Civil War, Columbus had a population of less than 20,000. By 1880 its population was a little more than 50,000, and now it can boast of more than 120,000 souls. Industry is growing still, but most factories are relocating to the outer edges of the town. The wealthy residents are now moving out to the areas surrounding Ohio State University, Capital University, and the new district of Grandview. The old city, commonly referred to as Flytown, is the home to many small shops and stores and over 400 saloons. The exception to this is the area around what is known as Capital square.

This area is known as the old city, commonly referred to as Flytown, and is a dazzling sight to see. During the daylight hours, one of the most entertaining places to visit in the city is the newly opened Olentangy Park. The park features a roller coaster that amuses and terrifies its passengers on a rail track that carries them over twists and turns and ups and downs at a speed of over 35 miles per hour. If that is not to one’s liking then there are also many less strenuous activities as well as stage shows for your enjoyment. For those wishing to experience Columbus for themselves, getting there is not a problem. With the implementation of the new interurban rail lines connecting outlying towns such as Worthington and Westerville to Columbus, it is a relatively quick trip into the big city. These “traction lines”, as they are called, can now get you to Columbus in a fraction of the time it used to take. Once you are there, one can use either the horse-powered or electric-powered trolleys to navigate the streets of Columbus. Travel is inexpensive too, as it costs only 25 cents for eight people to travel anywhere on the trolley.

Rooms with Baths Available

Murphy’s Lodging House

Rooms for rent at 75 cents per day for men and women of good character. Reserve a time for showing anytime during daylight hours. No board available. Baths are available on the first Saturday of each month, cost is 15 cents and must be reserved twenty-four hours in advance.

Instrumental instruction available.

Until such time as instrumental bands become the standard in schools, learning any music beyond singing is by necessity going to fail to private instruction. By some chance, the ability to teach musical instruments was given to me, Zachariah Mendenhall, and I hope to spread it to all who might have an interest. Short instruction in singing can be had in addition to the clarinet, cornet, trombone, and Adolph Sax’s saxophones. Instruction time and location is arranged in advance of the first lesson, and each one-half hour single-instrument lesson is 50 cents due at the beginning of each lesson. One hour double-instrument lessons are 75 cents. One and one-half hour single- or double-instrument lessons with rudiments of music composition are $1.25 to cover cost of ink and papers for composition. Instruments are to be provided by the student, instructional books provided by instructor. Inquire at the American House Hotel on Mondays for Mr. Mendenhall.

American House Hotel

For Men and Women travelers. Rates $1 to $2 per night. One meal and all conveniences included.
All truth passes through three stages.
1. It is ridiculed.
2. It is violently opposed.
3. It is accepted as being self-evident.

Arthur Schopenhauer, German philosopher

**McKeens’s Apparel**

Next to The Bakery Shop on Third Street.

**Barrington’s Bicycle Shop**

**...if You sell your horse...**

**Buy A Bicycle**

Buy ours and get what you pay for.

---

**Beisel’s Cattle and Dairy**

Hay and Fresh Dairy Products

Always Available at Reasonable Prices

Contact Liliana Beisel to order.

**McKim’s Apparel**

Next to The Bakery Shop on Third Street.

**Want Ads**

Under the head of Want Ads, we will hereafter publish advertisements, not exceeding five lines, for 25 cents for two insertions. To submit an advertisement for this column, please call or write to the Telegraphic Advertiser office, #2 Second Street, Ohio Village, during normal business hours.

Attention—Handyman available for hire. Assorted handwork done including woodworking, mechanical repairs, especially painting. Contact Mr. Henry Patterson directly or leave word at the office of the Telegraphic Advertiser.


Wanted—A purchaser for a fine Good Cooking Stove—almost new—large enough for any ordinary sized family—has been used only a short time, and is one of the best stoves for baking purposes now made. Inquire at 142 N. High Street.

Wanted—An assistant with mechanical and blacksmithing skills. Inquire at the Blacksmith’s shop for terms.

Wanted—Feathers of all varieties, cleaned and ready for use. Will pay above going rate. See proprietor of The Village Mercantile.


---

**Barrymore Funeral Parlor**

E. 3rd St & N. Main St
Ohio Village, O.

A Full Stock Of

Coffins, Caskets, Shrouds, Habits, Robes, & c., Constantly on Hand

Mourners Provided at Cost

**J. Fred**

**Schmidt’s Meat Packing House**

240 E. Kossuth Street
in German Village.

**Ohio News Items**

Gathered by telegraph from all parts of the state.

Cincinnati—Thomas W. Keene, the actor, died in hospital. Mr. Keene recently underwent an operation of appendicitis. His constitution was not the sort to defend itself against appendicitis, for it had been weakened by two attacks of paralysis. Marietta—A gas generator connected with the residence of John Young exploded with terrific force, setting fire to and partially destroying the house. Miss Annie Young, aged 20 years and two negro domesties were frightfully burned. Columbus—Capt. Stephen B. Porter, a veteran Ohio newspaperman is dead, aged 61. For more than 20 years he was connected with the Evening Dispatch, having been editor-in-chief for a long period, and was at his desk until within two days of his death. He saw service in the Second O.V.I in the war of the rebellion and was also on Gen. Thomas’ staff. A widow and three children survive him.

**School Absence Humor**

Dear Teacher: Please excuse Jimmy for being, it was his father’s fault.

Dear Sir: Please excuse Jason for being absent yesterday. He had a cold and could not breed well.

Dear Mr. Thomas: Maryann was absent yesterday because she had a fever and upset stomach. Her sister was also sick and her brother had a fever. I wasn’t too well either. There must be something going around. Her father even got hot last night.

---

**Just Received, 15,000 ROLLS OF WALL PAPER.**

Positively the last year that paper can be sold at these remarkably low prices. This paper is 12½cts a roll. One roll makes a full F. P. THOMAS,